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GROWTH SERIES AND RANDOM WALKS ON SOME
HYPERBOLIC GRAPHS
LAURENT BARTHOLDI AND TULLIO G. CECCHERINI–SILBERSTEIN
Abstract. Consider the tessellation of the hyperbolic plane by m-gons, ℓ per
vertex. In its 1-skeleton, we compute the growth series of vertices, geodesics,
tuples of geodesics with common extremities. We also introduce and enumerate
holly trees, a family of proper loops in these graphs.
We then apply Grigorchuk’s result relating cogrowth and random walks to
obtain lower estimates on the spectral radius of the Markov operator associated
with a symmetric random walk on these graphs.
1. Introduction
We consider the graphs Xℓ,m introduced by William Floyd and Steven Plotnick
in [FP87]. These graphs are ℓ-regular and are the 1-skeleton of a tessellation of the
sphere (if (ℓ − 2)(m − 2) < 4), the Euclidean plane (if (ℓ − 2)(m − 2) = 4) or the
hyperbolic plane (if (ℓ−2)(m−2) > 4) by regular m-gons. These tessellations were
studied by Harold Coxeter [Cox54]. When m = ℓ = 4g, then Xℓ,m is the Cayley
graph of the fundamental group Jg = π1(Σg) of an orientable compact surface Σg
of genus g, with respect to the usual set of generators Sg = {a1, b1, . . . , ag, bg}:
Jg =
〈
a1, b1, . . . , ag, bg
∣∣∣∣∣
g∏
i=1
[ai, bi]
〉
.
The growth series for Jg with respect to Sg, namely
FJg (X) =
∑
s∈Jg
X |s| =
∞∑
n=0
anX
n,
where |s| = min{t : s = s1 . . . st, si ∈ Sg ∪ S−1g } denotes the word length of s with
respect to Sg and an = |{s ∈ Jg : |s| = n}|, was computed by James Cannon and
Philip Wagreich in [Can83] and [CW92] and shown to be rational, indeed
FJg (X) =
1 + 2X + · · ·+ 2X2g−1 +X2g
1− (4g − 2)X − · · · − (4g − 2)X2g−1 +X2g ;
moreover they showed that the denominator is a Salem polynomial.
In [FP87] and [FP94], Floyd and Plotnick, among other things, extended the
calculations of Cannon and Wagreich to the family Xℓ,m. Fixing arbitrarily a base
point ∗ ∈ V (Xℓ,m) and denoting by |x| the graph distance between the vertices
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x and ∗, they obtained the following formula for the growth series Fℓ,m(X) =∑
x∈V (Xℓ,m)X
|x| for m even:
Fℓ,m(X) =
1 + 2X + · · ·+ 2Xm2 −1 +X m2
1− (ℓ − 2)X − · · · − (ℓ− 2)X m2 −1 +X m2
(they also gave a formula for m odd).
In [BC01] it is shown that, even in this more general setting, the denominator
is, after simplification by (1 + X) in case m ≡ 2 mod 4, a Salem polynomial. As
a consequence of this, the growth rates of these graphs are Salem numbers. One
also obtains more precise information about the growth coefficients: if Fℓ,m(X) =∑
n≥0 anX
n, then there exist constants K, λ and R such that
Kλn −R < an < Kλn +R
holds for all n. This improves on a result by Michel Coornaert [Coo93].
The calculations in [Can83], [CW92] and [FP87] are based on linear relations
among generating functions. We recover these as derivations in linear grammars,
and describe a context-free grammar enumerating more complicated objects (see
Subsection 3.7).
We then compute the growth series of finite geodesics in Xℓ,m starting from ∗:
Gℓ,m(X) =
∑
γ geodesic starting at ∗
X |γ| =
∑
s∈V (Xℓ,m)
λ(s)X |s|,
where λ(s) is the number of geodesics from ∗ to s ∈ V (Xℓ,m), obtaining for instance
for m even
Gℓ,m =
1 + 2X + · · ·+ 2X m2 −1 +X m2 + (X m2 −X m2 −1)
1− (ℓ− 2)X − · · · − (ℓ− 2)X m2 −1 +X m2 + (X m2 −X m2 −1)
(see the formula in Subsection 3.5 for m odd); and the growth series of pairs of
geodesics starting at ∗ and with same endpoint:
Hℓ,m =
∑
(γ,δ) geodesics starting at ∗
with same endpoints
X |γ| =
∑
s∈V (Xℓ,m)
λ(s)2X |s|,
obtaining again for m even
Hℓ,m = 1+ℓ
X +X2 + · · ·+X m2 −1
1− (ℓ− 2)X − · · · − (ℓ− 2)X m2 −1 +X m2 +X m2 −1(X − 1)(2X m2 −1 − 3)
(see Subsection 3.6 for m odd). By computing the radius of convergence of this last
series we obtain estimates on the asymptotic number of closed paths starting at ∗.
Better estimates in this direction are obtained by counting a larger category of
closed paths we introduced and called holly trees ; all these calculations are based
on generatingfunctionological methods [Wil90].
Upper estimates for the spectral radius of the Markov operators associated with
a simple random walk on fundamental groups of surfaces were calculated with
various methods in [BCCH97]. Here, applying Grigorchuk’s theorem which relates
cogrowth and spectral radius, we obtain lower estimates for the graphs Xℓ,m. We
remark that the estimates we obtain in the case of surface groups are sharper than
any other we know of (but see Remark 4.3), including William Paschke’s lower
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bound [Pas93]. Explicitly, for the surface group of genus 2 we obtain the estimate
of the spectral radius µ2 of X8,8
µ2 ≥ 0.6623.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall notions about graphs,
groups, random walks, growth and cogrowth as well as some facts about the Xℓ,m
graphs. In Section 3 we describe grammars and compute using them, growth series
of vertices, geodesics, pairs of geodesics and holly trees (a family of proper closed
paths) in Xℓ,m. Finally in Section 4 we use the results of Section 3 to obtain
estimates on the spectral radius of the Xℓ,m.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Cayley graphs. Our results are best expressed in terms of graph theory, but
the subject was first approached through group theory. We stress the connection
between these views.
2.1.1. Groups. Let G be a finitely generated group, and denote by S a finite sym-
metric (S = S−1) generating subset of G. Writing S = S+ ∪ S−1+ we view G
as a quotient of FS+ , the free group on S+, by a normal subgroup N , namely
G = FS+/N . In other words, if G has presentation 〈S+|R〉, then N is the normal
closure in FS+ of the set of relators R.
As G =
⋃
n≥0 S
n, we define the word length of an element g ∈ G by
|g| = min{n : g ∈ Sn},
and the distance between two elements g, h ∈ G by
d(g, h) = |g−1h|.
This way (G, d) becomes a metric space. (If S is replaced by another finite gener-
ating set S′, the new distance d′ will be equivalent to d.)
2.1.2. Graphs. Let now G be a graph, with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G) ⊂
V (G) × V (G). We suppose E(G) is symmetric, i.e. is invariant under the flip F on
V (G)×V (G) defined by F [(x, y)] = (y, x), and thatE(G) contains no self–loop (x, x).
An orientation of G is a (choice of) a subset
→
E ⊂ E(G) such that E(G) =
→
E⊔F (
→
E).
If (x, y) ∈ E(G) we shall refer to the vertices x and y as neighbours and write x ∼ y.
The degree d(x) of a vertex x is the number of its neighbours: d(x) = |{y : y ∼ x}|;
if this number is independent of x, namely d(x) = d(y) = d for all x, y ∈ V (G), we
say that G is regular of degree d.
A path in G is a sequence γ = (γ0, . . . , γn) of vertices of G with γi ∼ γi+1. We call
γ0 and γn respectively the initial and terminal vertices of γ. The integer n = |γ|
is the length of γ. The inverse of the path γ = (γ0, . . . , γn) is γ
−1 = (γn, . . . , γ0);
its initial vertex is the terminal vertex of γ, and its terminal vertex is the initial
vertex of γ.
From now on we will suppose an arbitrary base point ∗ ∈ V (G) has been fixed
and will refer to (G, ∗) as a rooted graph. We will also suppose G is connected, i.e.
any two points are connected by a path, and locally finite, i.e. d(x) < ∞ for all
x ∈ V (G). (It then follows that for any n there is a finite number of paths of length
n starting at ∗.)
The vertex set V (G) becomes a metric space when equipped with the distance
d(x, y) = min{n : there exists a path γ with γ0 = x, γn = y};
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this metric is called the graph distance. For x ∈ V (G) we write |x| = d(∗, x).
A path γ of length n is said to be proper if γi−1 6= γi+1 for all i = 1, . . . , n− 1;
closed if γn = γ0; geodesic if d(γ0, γn) = n (and thus d(γi, γj) = |i − j| for all
i, j); and a loop if it is both proper and closed. We write P, C, G, L for the set
of proper, closed, geodesic paths and loops, respectively; and Px, Cx, Gx, Lx for
those starting at x. The common initial and terminal vertex of a closed path is
called its root.
The graph G is said to be two-colourable if there exists a map f : G → {◦, •}
such that f(x) 6= f(y) whenever x ∼ y.
A tree is a connected graph with no loops; in this case proper paths are geodesics.
It is obvious that all trees are two-colourable. Any graph G has an universal cover
G˜, where V (G˜) = P∗ and
→
E(G˜) = {(γ, δ) : |γ| = |δ|+ 1, γi = δi, i = 0, 1, . . . |δ|}. It
follows that G˜ is a tree. There is a canonical map π : G˜ → G given by π(γ) = γ|γ|
that is a graph homomorphism. If G is regular, G˜ is also regular, of the same degree.
If G is a tree (or more generally a two-colourable graph) we may orient G by
choosing for
→
E the edges (x, y) with x ∼ y and |x| < |y|. We call this orientation
the radial orientation.
2.1.3. Cayley graphs. One associates with a finitely generated group G and finite
symmetric generating set S (i.e., an S ⊆ G with |S| <∞, S = S−1 and 1 /∈ S) its
Cayley graph G = Cay(G,S), where V (G) = G and E(G) = {(g, gs) : g ∈ G, s ∈ S}.
The edge e = (g, gs) is labelled by λ(e) = s. The base point ∗ of G is the vertex
corresponding to the neutral element 1 in G. Cayley graphs are connected and
regular of degree |S|. If G is free on S+, its Cayley graph is a regular tree of
degree |S|. More generally, if G = FS+/N , the universal cover G˜ of G is the Cayley
graph of FS+ w.r.t. S+, and π : G˜ → G is induced by the canonical quotient map
π : FS+ → G.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between paths in G starting at 1 and words
w on the alphabet S; it is given explicitly by
γ = (γ0, . . . , γn) 7→ λ(γ0, γ1) · · ·λ(γn−1, γn)
and
w = w1 · · ·wn 7→ (1, w1, w1w2, . . . , w1 . . . wn).
Under this correspondence a path γ is proper if and only if wi 6= w−1i+1 for all i; the
word corresponding to a proper path from 1 to w is the normal form of the element
w ∈ FS+ , and in this case the correspondence is even an isometry: |γ| = |w|. Also,
γ is geodesic if and only if |w1 . . . wi| = i for all i, and γ is closed if and only if
π(w) = 1. Loops starting at 1 correspond to elements in N = ker(π : FS+ → G).
The following easy lemma is well-known:
Lemma 2.1. For a Cayley graph G = Cay(G,S) the following conditions are equiv-
alent:
1. G is two-colourable;
2. all loops in G have even length;
3. all closed paths in G have even length;
4. all relators in N have even length;
5. there is a morphism φ : G→ Z/2Z = {0, 1} with φ(S) = {1}.
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2.2. Growth and cogrowth. Given a rooted graph (G, ∗), its growth function is
γG(n) = |{x ∈ V (G) : |x| = n}|.
Its generating series is
FG(X) =
∑
n≥0
γG(n)Xn.
The growth rate of G is
ρG = lim sup
n→∞
n
√
γG(n) = R−1,
where R is the radius of convergence of FG . Note that ρG is not dependent on the
choice of ∗, although FG is. We say G has exponential growth if ρG > 1.
If G is a group generated by a finite set S and G is the corresponding Cayley
graph, the growth function of G (relative to S) is that of the rooted graph (G, 1),
where 1 is the unit element in G.
If Y ⊆ V (G), the relative growth of Y in G is
γYG (n) = |{y ∈ Y : |y| = n}|.
We define similarly its generating series and relative growth rate. In particular, the
relative growth rate of the set of loops L∗ viewed as a subset of V (G˜) is called the
cogrowth of G, which we shall denote by αG ; again this number αG is not dependent
on the choice of ∗. In case G = Cay(G,S), this is the relative growth rate of
N = ker(π) in FS and is called the cogrowth of (G,S).
The following estimates for a regular graph of degree d ≥ 2, due to Rostislav
Grigorchuk [Gri80], hold: √
d− 1 ≤ αG ≤ d− 1,
unless G is a tree; in that case αG is defined to be 1, even though the associated
growth series has infinite radius of convergence.
2.3. Random walks. Let G be a connected graph, regular of degree d and denote
by ℓ2(V (G)) = {f : V (G) → C s.t. ‖f‖2 := ∑x∈V (G) |f(x)|2 < ∞} the Hilbert
space of square integrable complex functions defined on the vertex set of G. The
simple random walk [Woe00] on G is given by the stochastic transition matrix
P = (p(x, y))x,y∈V (G), with
p(x, y) =
{
1/d if x ∼ y
0 otherwise.
The associated Markov operator is the bounded linear operator M : ℓ2(V (G)) →
ℓ2(V (G)) given by
M(φ)(x) =
1
d
∑
y∼x
φ(y) for φ ∈ ℓ2(V (G)), x ∈ V (G).
Let us denote by {δx : x ∈ V (G)} the canonical orthonormal basis of ℓ2(V (G));
then p(x, y) = (Mδx|δy) expresses the probability of going to y in one step, starting
at x. More generally p(n)(x, y) = (Mnδx|δy) is the probability of going to y in n
steps, starting at x.
The spectral radius of the simple random walk on G is then
µ = lim sup
n→∞
n
√
p(n)(∗, ∗) = ‖M‖.
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One can link µ to the asymptotic growth of closed paths in G: there are approxi-
mately (µd)n such paths of length n, at least when n is even.
Harry Kesten obtained in [Kes59] the following estimates:
2
√
d− 1
d
≤ µ ≤ 1,
with equality on the left if and only if G is the regular tree of degree d, and equality
on the right if and only if G is amenable: see for instance [DK88] and [CGH99].
2.4. Isoperimetric constants. Let G be a connected graph. For a subset K ⊆
V (G) of vertices denote by ∂K = {e = {x, y} ∈ E(G) : |{x, y} ∩ K| = 1} the
boundary of K consisting of all edges with exactly one vertex in K. The number
ι(G) = inf
K
|∂K|
|K| ,(1)
where the infimum is taken over all finite non-empty (connected) subsetsK ⊆ V (G),
is the (edge-)isoperimetric constant of the graph G. The following fact is well-known
(see e.g. [Moh88, MW89]):
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a regular graph of degree d. Denoting by ι = ι(G) and µ
the isoperimetric constant and the spectral radius of the simple random walk on G,
respectively, one has
1−
(
d− 1
d2
)
ι ≤ µ ≤
√
1−
( ι
d
)2
.(2)
Note that, by Kesten’s results and (2), G is amenable if and only if ι(G) = 0 (see
[CGH99] for more on this).
2.5. The Grigorchuk formula. In his thesis, Grigorchuk [Gri80] found the fol-
lowing relation between the cogrowth α of G and the spectral radius µ of the simple
random walk on a regular graph G of degree d, namely
µ =
{
2
√
d−1
d
if α ≤ √d− 1
√
d−1
d
(√
d−1
α
+ α√
d−1
)
if α >
√
2d− 1.(3)
A generalization of (3), along with a simple proof can be found in [Bar99].
Remark 2.3. Since the function µ(t) = (
√
d− 1/d) (√d− 1/t+ t/√d− 1) is an
increasing function of t for t ∈ [√d− 1, d− 1], any lower bound on α yields a lower
bound on µ.
2.6. Surface groups. Let Jg = π1(Σg) denote the fundamental group of an ori-
entable surface of genus g. This group is finitely generated and admits the following
presentation:
Jg =
〈
a1, b1, . . . , ag, bg
∣∣∣∣∣
g∏
i=1
[ai, bi]
〉
.
Similarly denoting by J ′g = π(Σ
′
g) the fundamental group of a non-orientable
surface of genus g ≥ 1, we have
J ′g =
〈
a1, . . . , ag
∣∣∣∣∣
g∏
i=1
a2i
〉
.
A simple justification of these presentations is given in the first chapters of [Mas67].
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The Cayley graphs corresponding to these groups with generators specified as
above constitute the 1-skeleton of planar tessellations, the underlying space being
the sphere S2 for J0 and J
′
1; the Euclidean plane R
2 for J1 and J
′
2; and the hyperbolic
plane H2 for Jg, g ≥ 2 and J ′g, g ≥ 3. The 2-cells of the tessellation are 4g-gons
(respectively 2g-gons) for Jg (respectively J
′
g). These facts are used and developed
in [Can83] and [LS70, chapter III, §5].
2.7. The graphs Xℓ,m. We shall be concerned with the more general graphs Xℓ,m
that are the 1-skeleton of regular tessellations of a constant-curvature surface con-
sisting of m-gons, with vertex angles 2π/ℓ [FP87]. We assume that ℓ ≥ 3 and
m ≥ 3. It is proved for instance in [Cox54] that such a tiling by polygons exists
and is unique up to isometry. We fix once and for all an arbitrary base point
∗ ∈ V (Xℓ,m).
When (ℓ−2)(m−2) > 4, these graphs can be embedded quasi-isometrically in H2,
the Poincare´-Lobachevsky plane. When (ℓ−2)(m−2) = 4, they embed in Euclidean
plane R2. When (ℓ − 2)(m − 2) < 4, they embed in S2, the sphere. For instance,
if (ℓ,m) = (3, 3) we have the tetrahedral tessellation of the sphere; if (ℓ,m) =
(4, 3) the octahedral tessellation; if (ℓ,m) = (5, 3) the icosahedral tessellation; if
(ℓ,m) = (3, 4) the cubical tessellation; and if (ℓ,m) = (3, 5) the dodecahedral
tessellation of the sphere. For (ℓ,m) = (3, 6), (4, 4), (6, 3) we have respectively the
hexagonal, square and triangular Euclidean tessellations; and in all other cases
a hyperbolic tessellation. When ℓ = m = 4g they are the Cayley graphs of Jg
and when ℓ = m = 2g the Cayley graphs of J ′g, with respect to their canonical
generating sets.
By Lemma 2.1, these graphs are two-colourable if and only if m is even.
Thanks to the underlying space and the presentation of these graphs as tessel-
lations, there is a natural notion of cell or face. These are closures of connected
components of the complement of Xℓ,m in the embedding space. Cell boundaries
are precisely the simple loops in Xℓ,m of length m.
Recall the graph-theoretical notion of dual graph. Given a graph G = (V,E)
embedded in a surface with set of cells C, its dual is the graph Gˇ = (C, F ), with
an edge (C,D) ∈ F whenever C and D, viewed as two-cells in G, share a common
edge in E. In our setting the dual of Xℓ,m is Xm,ℓ. In particular, the Cayley graphs
of surface groups are self-dual.
Definition 2.4. Let G be a rooted graph. The cone of a vertex x ∈ V (G) is the
subgraph spanned by the set of vertices
{y ∈ V (G) : ∃γ ∈ G∗ with γi = x, γj = y, for some i ≤ j}.
This is the set of vertices which may be joined starting from the base point ∗ by a
geodesic passing through x, namely γ = (∗, . . . , x, . . . , y).
Two cones are said to be equivalent if there exists a rooted-graph-isomorphism
mapping one cone onto the other. The cone type of a vertex x is the class t(x) of
its cone modulo this equivalence.
Call a vertex x a successor of y if x ∼ y and |x| > |y| (hence |x| = |y| + 1).
Symmetrically y is a predecessor of x. If x ∼ y and |x| = |y| call x and y peers.
Graphically, if y is a successor of x, we orient the edge (x, y) in the direction x→ y
and we say that this arrow exits from x and enters in y. It follows easily from the
definition that the cone type t of x determines the number ℓ(t) and the cone types
of its successors.
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vertex successors of type number of
type t 1 2 t+ 1 predecessors
0 ℓ 0 0 0
0 < t < m2 ℓ− 3 1 1 1
m
2 ℓ− 4 2 0 2
Table 1. The cone type data for even m
We label the edges of Xℓ,m using the alphabet {e1, . . . , eℓ, ep}, as follows: ar-
bitrarily label clockwise e1, . . . , eℓ the edges exiting from ∗. At each vertex x ∈
V(Xℓ,m), label from left to right e1, . . . , eℓ(t) the edges exiting from x. If x has a
peer y, label ep the edge between x and y.
Note that if x and y have the same cone type, then there is an edge-label-
preserving isomorphism between their cones.
The graphs Xℓ,m have a finite number of cone types. This was first proven by
Cannon for the Cayley graphs of surface groups [Can83] and later extended to the
hyperbolic Xℓ,m by Floyd and Plotnick [FP87]. The cone types can be described in
several equivalent ways among which we propose the following. First suppose m is
even.
Definition 2.5. For x ∈ V(Xℓ,m), with m even, set
t(x) = max
(F,y):F∋x, y∈F
(|x| − |y|) = |x| − min
(F,y):F∋x, y∈F
|y|.
In the expression above F denotes a cell of the tessellation, i.e. an m-gon.
One has t(x) ∈ {0, . . . ,m/2}. Also, t(x) = 0 holds only for x = ∗.
Furthermore, cone types appear in two mirror versions, depending on which side
(left or right) contains the 2-cell closest to origin. We extend the cone types of
vertices in Xℓ,m as follows: if v has type 0 or 1, then its extended type is the same.
If v has type t ≥ 2, and v is on the left side of its lowest adjacent 2-cell, then its
extended type is (L, t). If v is on the right side of that 2-cell, its extended type is
(R, t).
Extended types will be used in the computations of Section 3. For now, we de-
scribe diagrammatically the (left) cone types, letting t be any type in {1, . . . ,m/2}:
e1
e2
eℓ
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1
0 e1
e2
eℓ−1t
?
1
11
1 1
t+ 12
e1
e2
eℓ−2
m
2
m
2 − 1
1
1 1
1
m
2 − 1
2 2
The data we will use are summarized in Table 1. For instance, a vertex of type
m/2 has two successors of type 2, ℓ − 4 of type 1 and two predecessors of type
m/2− 1.
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vertex successors of type number of number of
type t 1 2 t+ 1 predecessors peers
0 ℓ 0 0 0 0
0 < t < m− 1, t 6= m−12 ℓ − 3 1 1 1 0
m−1
2 ℓ − 4 1 1 1 1
m− 1 ℓ − 4 2 0 2 0
Table 2. The cone type data for odd m
We now consider the case when m is odd. As said earlier Xℓ,m is not two-
colourable: in fact there exist peers in Xℓ,m. If we suppress all edges (x, y) con-
necting peers we obtain a tessellation by (2m− 2)-gons, which we call temporarily
X̂ℓ,m (note that the corresponding graph is no more regular).
Definition 2.6. For x ∈ V(Xℓ,m), with m odd, set
t(x) = max
(F,y):F∋x,y∈F
(|x| − |y|) = |x| − min
(F,y):F∋x, y∈F
|y|.
In the expression above F denotes a cell of X̂ℓ,m, i.e. a (2m− 2)-gon.
Obviously t(x) ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}. Also, t(x) = 0 holds only for x = ∗.
As before, the (left) cone types can be represented by
e1
e2
eℓ
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1
0 e1
e2
eℓ−1t
?
1
11
1 1
t+ 12
e1
e2
ep
?
1 1
1
11
m−1
2m−1
2
m+1
2
e1
e2
eℓ−2
1
1 1
1
m− 2m− 2
m− 1 22
The data we will use are summarized in Table 2. The two predecessors of a
vertex of type m− 1 are of type m− 2; the peer of a vertex of type (m− 1)/2 also
has type (m− 1)/2.
2.8. Hyperbolicity of the graphs Xℓ,m. Let (X, d) be a geodesic metric space
and δ > 0. We say X is Gromov-δ-hyperbolic if geodesic triangles are δ-thin in the
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following sense: for all x, y, z ∈ X one has
∀t ∈ yz : d(t, xy ∪ xz) < δ(4)
where yz is a geodesic segment between y and z.
As a special case, two geodesics γ and γ′ from x and y in X are at distance at
most δ apart:
∀t ∈ γ, there exists t′ ∈ γ′ such that d(t, t′) < δ(5)
(take z = y in (4)).
A finitely generated group G is hyperbolic if its Cayley graph G = Cay(G,S)
is hyperbolic as a graph (with a constant of hyperbolicity δS which depends on
the generating set S): this is well defined since for any other generating set S′ the
graph G′ = Cay(G,S′) will still be hyperbolic (with a possibly different constant of
hyperbolicity δS′).
Finite graphs and finite groups are clearly hyperbolic.
The groups Jg are hyperbolic [GH90, Gro93] as soon as g 6= 1, and J ′g are
hyperbolic as soon as g 6= 1, 2. The other cases are well-known: J0 is trivial, J1 is
Z2, J ′2 is the two-group and J
′
3 is a twofold extension of Z
2.
Our graphs Xℓ,m are hyperbolic whenever (ℓ − 2)(m − 2) 6= 4: indeed one may
take δ = w for even m = 2w and odd m = 2w + 1.
The following lemma strengthens for the graphs Xℓ,m the situation described
in (5):
Lemma 2.7. Let G be a hyperbolic Xℓ,m; let γ and γ′ be two geodesics in G of
length n, with same extremities γ0 = γ
′
0 and γn = γ
′
n. Then for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n},
there exists a cell Fi in G such that both γi and γ′i belong to Fi.
Proof. The proof is not difficult and relies on Euler characteristic considerations;
see [BCCH97] and [Z˙uk97].
3. Recursive Computations
We present in this section the methods used to compute the growth series of
various objects related to Xℓ,m: vertices, geodesics, etc. The unifying notion is that
of production grammar. The procedure we will follow for each family of objects is:
construct a grammar and compute the growth series of its associated language.
3.1. Grammars. A context-free grammar [Har78] is a tuple Γ = (N, T, S,R), with
N and T disjoint finite sets, called respectively the non-terminal and terminal
alphabets; S ∈ N called the axiom; and R a finite subset of N × (N ∪ T )∗ called
the set of (production) rules, where for an alphabet A, we denote by A∗ the set of
finite-length words over A. A rule (X,w) ∈ R is conveniently written X → w.
Let Γ = (N, T, S,R) be a context-free grammar, and u, v ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ two words.
We say v is derived from u, and write u =⇒ v, if there is a rule (X,w) ∈ R and
factorizations u = aXb, v = awb for some a ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ and b ∈ T ∗. Let ∗=⇒
be the transitive closure of =⇒: one has u ∗=⇒v precisely when there is a sequence
u = u0 =⇒ u1 =⇒ · · · =⇒ un = v. The language of Γ is
L(Γ) = {w ∈ T ∗ : S ∗=⇒w}.
The intermediate derivations of Γ are the w ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ such that S ∗=⇒w.
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If all rules (X,w) ∈ R satisfy w ∈ T ∗N , the grammar is called right-linear ;
if they all satisfy w ∈ NT ∗, the grammar is called left-linear. In both cases the
grammar and associated language are also termed regular. If for any word w ∈ L(Γ)
there is a unique sequence of derivations that yield w from S, the grammar is called
unambiguous. The growth series of Γ is the formal power series
fΓ(X) =
∑
w∈L(Γ)
X |w|.
As examples, consider Γ = ({S}, {a}, S, {S → a, S → aaS}). Then L(Γ) consists
precisely of those words an for which n is odd. Indeed the only derivation path
is S → aaS =⇒ · · · =⇒ a2nS =⇒ a2n+1. This grammar is right-linear and un-
ambiguous. Consider also Γ′ = ({S}, {(, )}, S, {S → (S), S → SS, S → ε}), where
ε denotes the empty sequence. L(Γ′) = {ε, (), ()(), (()), . . . } consists precisely of
those words over {(, )} that correspond to legal bracket nestings. This grammar is
neither left- nor right-linear.
3.2. Ergodic regular languages. Given a context-free grammar Γ = (N, T, S,R),
its dependency di-graph [Kui70] D = D(C) is the oriented graph with vertex set N ,
with an edge from X to Y (written X −→ Y ) whenever there is a production
X → y with the non-terminal Y appearing in y ∈ (N ∪ T )∗. We write X ∗−→Y if
in D there is an oriented path of length ≥ 0 from X to Y . Recall that a subset
N ′ ⊆ N is strongly connected if for all X,Y ∈ N ′ one has X ∗−→Y and Y ∗−→X in
D.
The start symbol S of Γ is isolated if it does not occur in the right hand side of
any production rule.
Definition 3.1. A linear grammar Γ is ergodic if (1) either N or N \{S} is strongly
connected, and (2) every terminal word w ∈ T ∗ occurs as a subword of v in a
intermediate derivation U → v with U respectively in N or N \ {S} and v ∈
(N ∪ T )∗).
A regular language L is ergodic if it is generated by an ergodic, reduced right-
linear grammar.
Note that if N \{S} is strongly connected, then clearly S is isolated. See [CW01]
for more on ergodicity of context-free grammars.
3.3. Growth series and systems of equations associated with grammars.
We shall use the following results:
Theorem 3.2 (Chomsky and Schu¨tzenberger [CS63]). Let Γ be an unambiguous
context-free grammar. Then its growth series is an algebraic function, i.e. there is
a polynomial 0 6= P (X,Y ) ∈ Z[X,Y ] such that P (X, fΓ(X)) = 0.
Theorem 3.3 ([SS78, Har78]). Let Γ a left- or right-linear grammar. Then its
growth series is rational, i.e. there exist polynomials P,Q ∈ Z[X ] with fΓ(X) =
P (X)/Q(X).
Sketch of proof. The idea of the proof is to transform a context-free grammar
into a system of algebraic equations for the associated formal power series. Let
Γ = (N, T, S,R) be any reduced (i.e. without superfluous variables), context-free
grammar without chain and ǫ-rules (i.e. productions of the form U → V and U → ǫ
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respectively, with U, V ∈ N). With each U ∈ N we associate the generating func-
tion (power series)
fU (X) =
∑
w∈L(Γ),U ∗=⇒w
X |w|.
In addition to X , consider extra commuting variables yU for U ∈ N . Define π(a) =
X for every a ∈ T and π(U) = yU for every U ∈ N , and for u = u1 · · ·uk ∈ (T∪N)∗,
set π(u) = π(u1) · · ·π(uk), the product of the corresponding variables. With U ∈ N
we associate the polynomial
PU (z; {yV }V ∈N ) =
∑
U→u
π(u)
in the variables X and {yU}. Then the functions fU (X) satisfy the system of
equations {
fU (X) = PU
(
X ; {fV (X)}V∈N
)}
, (U ∈ N).(6)
Since each fU (X) is a power series with non-negative coefficients, its radius of con-
vergence rU is the smallest positive singularity of fU (X), by Pringsheim’s theorem.
Denoting by γ(L) = lim supn→∞
n
√
|{w ∈ L : ℓ(w) = n}| the exponential growth
rate of a language L, we have
γ(L(Γ)) = 1/rS .
Finally, if U, V ∈ N and U ∗−→V in D(C), then rU ≤ rV . In particular, if
the grammar is ergodic, the radius of convergence is the same for all variables:
rS = rU = r for all U ∈ N .
3.4. Growth of vertices in Xℓ,m. We identify the set of vertices in Xℓ,m with a
language over {e1, . . . , eℓ, ep}, by selecting for each vertex x ∈ V (Xℓ,m) the label
of the unique left-most geodesic from ∗ to x. This language can be described by a
right-linear grammar, which we first present for even m = 2w.
• its set of non-terminals is N = {X0, X1, XL,2, . . . , XL,w, XR,2, . . . , XR,w−1};
• its set of terminals is T = {e1, . . . , eℓ};
• its axiom is X0;
• its rules are
X0 → ǫ|e1X1| . . . |eℓX1
X1 → ǫ|e1XR,2|e2X1| . . . |eℓ−2X1|eℓ−1XL,2
XL,t → ǫ|e1XR,2|e2X1| . . . |eℓ−2X1|eℓ−1XL,t+1 for 2 ≤ t ≤ w − 1
XR,t → ǫ|e1XR,t+1|e2X1| . . . |eℓ−2X1|eℓ−1XL,2 for 2 ≤ t ≤ w − 2
XR,w−1 → ǫ|e2X1| . . . |eℓ−2X1|eℓ−1XL,2
XL,w → ǫ|e1XR,2|e2X1| . . . |eℓ−3X1|eℓ−2XL,2.
Proposition 3.4. The language generated by the above grammar is ergodic and it
is a geodesic normal form for the vertices of Xℓ,m.
Proof. The non-terminal X0 expresses the cone of ∗, that is, the whole graph; X1
expresses the cone of a vertex of type 1. The non-terminal XL,t expresses the cone
of a type-t vertex on the left of a 2-cell, and similarly for XR,t.
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The set of rules for a non-terminal Xt, XL,t or XR,t corresponds to the decompo-
sition of the cone of a vertex of extended cone type t, (L, t) or (R, t) into subcones
at its successors.
The vertices in the cone at a vertex x = ei1 . . . eiℓ are derived from an inter-
mediate derivation of the form ei1 . . . eiℓXs, for some s ∈ {0, 1, (L, 2), . . . , (L,w −
1), (R, 2), . . . , (L,w)}. For instance, x itself is derived from xXs by the rule Xs → ǫ.
Note that the only difference between left and right is the extra rule XL,w−1 →
eℓ−1XL,w which has no right counterpart. In that way the vertex of type w de-
rived from XL,w, which has two predecessors, is produced only once from its left
predecessor.
Ergodicity is obvious.
We now present the (ergodic) grammar for V(Xℓ,m) for oddm = 2w+1, omitting
its analogous proof:
• its set of non-terminals is N = {X0, X1, XL,2, . . . , XL,m, XR,2, . . . , XR,m−1};
• its set of terminals is T = {e1, . . . , eℓ};
• its axiom is X0;
• its rules are
X0 → ǫ|e1X1| . . . |eℓX1
X1 → ǫ|e1XR,2|e2X1| . . . |eℓ−2X1|eℓ−1XL,2
XL,t → ǫ|e1XR,2|e2X1| . . . |eℓ−2X1|eℓ−1XL,t+1 for 2 ≤ t ≤ m− 1, t 6= w
XR,t → ǫ|e1XR,t+1|e2X1| . . . |eℓ−2X1|eℓ−1XL,2 for 2 ≤ t ≤ m− 2, t 6= w
XL,w → ǫ|e1XR,2|e2X1| . . . |eℓ−3X1|eℓ−2XL,t+1
XR,w → ǫ|e1XR,t+1|e2X1| . . . |eℓ−3X1|eℓ−2XL,2
XR,m−1 → ǫ|e2X1| . . . |eℓ−2X1|eℓ−1XL,2
XL,m → ǫ|e1XR,2|e2X1| . . . |eℓ−3X1|eℓ−2XL,2.
Solving the corresponding system (6) one has:
Corollary 3.5. The growth series Fℓ,m of the vertices in Xℓ,m with even m = 2w
is
Fℓ,m(X) =
1 + 2X + · · ·+ 2Xw−1 +Xw
1− (ℓ − 2)X − · · · − (ℓ− 2)Xw−1 +Xw ;
for odd m = 2w + 1, it is
Fℓ,m(X) =
1 + 2X + · · ·+ 2Xw−1 + 4Xw + 2Xw+1 + · · ·+ 2Xm−2 +Xm−1
1− (ℓ− 2)X − · · · − (ℓ − 4)Xw − · · · − (ℓ − 2)Xm−2 +Xm−1 .
3.5. Growth of geodesics in Xℓ,m. We now compute the growth series associated
to finite geodesics starting at ∗; that is,
Gℓ,m(X) =
∑
γ∈G∗
X |γ|.
The grammar for the set of geodesics can be obtained from the previous ones
just by adding the extra rules
XR,w−1 → x1XL,w
for even m, and
XR,m−1 → x1XL,m
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for odd m. Indeed one can reach a vertex of type w (resp. of type m) both from
the right and the left. While in the grammar for vertices such a vertex is derived
only from the left-side (otherwise we would count it twice!) here the two geodesic
ending at this point are distinct. This grammar is also ergodic.
Solving the associated system (6) one has:
Theorem 3.6. The growth series Gℓ,m of the geodesics in Xℓ,m with even m = 2w
is
Gℓ,m(X) =
1 + 2X + · · ·+ 2Xw−1 +Xw + (Xw −Xw−1)
1− (ℓ− 2)X − · · · − (ℓ− 2)Xw−1 +Xw + (Xw −Xw−1) ;
for odd m = 2w + 1 it is
Gℓ,m(X) =
1 + 2X + · · ·+ 2Xw−1 + 4Xw+
+ 2Xw+1 + · · ·+ 2Xm−2 +Xm−1 + (Xm−1 −Xm−2)
1− (ℓ − 2)X − · · · − (ℓ− 4)Xw−
− (ℓ− 2)Xw+1 − · · · − (ℓ− 2)Xm−2 +Xm−1 + (Xm−1 −Xm−2)
.
3.6. Growth of ordered pairs of geodesics in Xℓ,m. We compute the growth
series of ordered pairs of geodesics, both starting at the base point ∗ ∈ V (G) and
having the same endpoint; that is,
Hℓ,m(X) =
∑
γ,δ∈G∗,γ|γ|=δ|δ|
X |γ|.
We express this set of pairs of geodesics as a language in T ∗ × T ∗, that is, a
direct product of free monoids. This means that, for instance, (ei1 , ei2)(ei3 , ei4) =
(ei1ei3 , ei2ei4), where eij ∈ T .
We start with even m = 2w:
• its set of non-terminals is
N = {X0, X1, XL,2, . . . , XL,w, XR,2, . . . , XR,w, XL,∧, XR,∧};
• its set of terminals is T × T , with T = {e1, . . . , eℓ};
• its axiom is X0;
• its rules, with 2 ≤ t ≤ w − 1, are
X0 →ǫ|(e1, e1)X1| . . . |(eℓ, eℓ)X1|
(e1e
w−2
ℓ−1 , e2e
w−2
1 )XL,∧| . . . |(eℓ−2ew−2ℓ−1 , eℓ−1ew−21 )XL,∧|
(e2e
w−2
1 , e1e
w−2
ℓ−1 )XR,∧| . . . |(eℓ−1ew−21 , eℓ−2ew−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
X1 →ǫ|(e1, e1)XR,2|(e2, e2)X1| . . . |(eℓ−2, eℓ−2)X1|(eℓ−1, eℓ−1)XL,2|
(e1e
w−2
ℓ−1 , e2e
w−2
1 )XL,∧| . . . |(eℓ−2ew−2ℓ−1 , eℓ−1ew−21 )XL,∧|
→ (e2ew−21 , e1ew−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧| . . . |(eℓ−1ew−21 , eℓ−2ew−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
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XL,t →ǫ|(e1, e1)XR,2|(e2, e2)X1| . . . |(eℓ−2, eℓ−2)X1|(eℓ−1, eℓ−1)XL,t+1|
(e1e
w−2
ℓ−1 , e2e
w−2
1 )XL,∧| . . . |(eℓ−2ew−2ℓ−1 , eℓ−1ew−21 )XL,∧|
(e2e
w−2
1 , e1e
w−2
ℓ−1 )XR,∧| . . . |(eℓ−1ew−21 , eℓ−2ew−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
XR,t →ǫ|(e1, e1)XR,t+1|(e2, e2)X1| . . . |(eℓ−2, eℓ−2)X1|(eℓ−1, eℓ−1)XL,2|
→ (e1ew−2ℓ−1 , e2ew−21 )XL,∧| . . . |(eℓ−2ew−2ℓ−1 , eℓ−1ew−21 )XL,∧|
(e2e
w−2
1 , e1e
w−2
ℓ−1 )XR,∧| . . . |(eℓ−1ew−21 , eℓ−2ew−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
XR,w →ǫ|(e1, e1)XR,2|(e2, e2)X1| . . . |(eℓ−3, eℓ−3)X1|(eℓ−2, eℓ−2)XL,2|
→ (e1ew−2ℓ−1 , e2ew−21 )XL,∧| . . . |(eℓ−3ew−2ℓ−1 , eℓ−2ew−21 )XL,∧|
→ (e2ew−21 , e1ew−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧| . . . |(eℓ−2ew−21 , eℓ−3ew−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
XL,w →XR,w
XL,∧ →(eℓ−1, e1)XL,w|(ew−1ℓ−1 , e2ew−11 )XL,∧|(eℓ−2ew−2ℓ−1 , ew−11 )XL,∧
XR,∧ →(e1, eℓ−1)XR,w|(e2ew−11 , ew−1ℓ−1 )XR,∧|(ew−11 , eℓ−2ew−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
Proposition 3.7. The language generated by the above grammar is ergodic and it
is a geodesic normal form for the ordered pairs of geodesics with common extremi-
ties.
Proof. Given a geodesic γ = (γ0, . . . , γn) the truncation of γ is γ
′ = (γ0, . . . , γn−1);
more generally, for i ≤ n, define its i-step truncation γ(i) = (γ(i−1))′ = (γ0, . . . , γn−i),
the geodesic obtained by deleting its last i edges.
We first explain the meaning of the non-terminals. If (γ, δ) ends in a vertex of
extended type t, then X0
∗
=⇒(γ, δ)Xt is an intermediate derivation.
Therefore XL,t expresses the possible continuations of a pair of geodesics that
pass through a common point of type t on the left of a 2-cell — and analogously
for XR,t.
If (γ, δ) is a pair of geodesics of length n with γn−1 6= δn−1, then (by Lemma 2.7)
there is a unique 2-cell F below γn and between γ and δ. If γ is on the left and
δ is on the right of F , then X0
∗
=⇒(γ′, δ′)XL,∧ is an intermediate derivation. If γ
is on the right and δ is on the left of F , then X0
∗
=⇒(γ′, δ′)XR,∧ is an intermediate
derivation.
Therefore XL,∧ and XR,∧ express the possible continuations of the 1-step trun-
cation of a pair of geodesics surrounding a 2-cell.
Let (γ, δ) be a pair of geodesics of length n. We show by induction on n that
(γ, δ) is uniquely derived by the above grammar. Write t the extended type of γn.
We distinguish several cases:
if γn−1 = δn−1: then there is a unique derivation
X0
∗
=⇒(γ′, δ′)Xt′ =⇒ (γ, δ)Xt =⇒ (γ, δ),
where t′ is the extended type of γn−1;
if γn−1 6= δn−1: let i be minimal such that γn−1−i(w−1) = δn−1−i(w−1). Then
there is a unique derivation
X0
∗
=⇒(γ(1+i(w−1)), δ(1+i(w−1)))Xt′ =⇒ (γ(1+(i−1)(w−1)), δ(1+(i−1)(w−1)))XS,∧
=⇒ · · · =⇒ (γ′, δ′)XS,∧ =⇒ (γ, δ)Xt =⇒ (γ, δ),
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where t′ is the extended type of γn−1−i(w−1) and S ∈ {L,R} determines which
of γ and δ is on the left between γn−1−i(w−1) and γn.
We now present the (ergodic) grammar for odd m = 2w + 1; we omit the proof
— completely analogous to that of Proposition 3.7 — that it describes pairs of
geodesics, since
• its set of non-terminals is
N = {X0, X1, XL,2, . . . , XL,m, XR,2, . . . , XR,m, XL,∧, XR,∧};
• its set of terminals is T = {e1, . . . , eℓ};
• its axiom is X0;
• its rules are
X0 →ǫ|(e1, e1)X1| . . . |(eℓ, eℓ)X1|
(e1e
m−2
ℓ−1 , e2e
m−2
1 )XL,∧| . . . |(eℓ−2em−2ℓ−1 , eℓ−1em−21 )XL,∧|
(e2e
m−2
1 , e1e
m−2
ℓ−1 )XR,∧| . . . |(eℓ−1em−21 , eℓ−1em−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
X1 →ǫ|(e1, e1)XR,2|(e2, e2)X1| . . . |(eℓ−2, eℓ−2)X1|(eℓ−1, eℓ−1)XL,2|
(e1e
m−2
ℓ−1 , e2e
m−2
1 )XL,∧| . . . |(eℓ−2em−2ℓ−1 , eℓ−1em−21 )XL,∧|
→ (e2em−21 , e1em−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧| . . . |(eℓ−1em−21 , eℓ−2em−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
XL,t →ǫ|(e1, e1)XR,2|(e2, e2)X1| . . . |(eℓ−2, eℓ−2)X1|(eℓ−1, eℓ−1)XL,t+1|
(e1e
m−2
ℓ−1 , e2e
m−2
1 )XL,∧| . . . |(eℓ−2em−2ℓ−1 , eℓ−1em−21 )XL,∧|
(e2e
m−2
1 , e1e
m−2
ℓ−1 )XR,∧| . . . |(eℓ−1em−21 , eℓ−2em−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
XR,t →ǫ|(e1, e1)XR,t+1|(e2, e2)X1| . . . |(eℓ−2, eℓ−2)X1|(eℓ−1, eℓ−1)XL,2|
→ (e1em−2ℓ−1 , e2em−21 )XL,∧| . . . |(eℓ−2em−2ℓ−1 , eℓ−1em−21 )XL,∧|
(e2e
m−2
1 , e1e
m−2
ℓ−1 )XR,∧| . . . |(eℓ−1em−21 , eℓ−2em−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
XR,w →ǫ|(e1, e1)XR,w+1|(e2, e2)X1| . . . |(eℓ−3, eℓ−3)X1|(eℓ−2, eℓ−2)XL,2|
→ (e1em−2ℓ−1 , e2em−21 )XL,∧| . . . |(eℓ−3em−2ℓ−1 , eℓ−2em−21 )XL,∧|
(e2e
m−2
1 , e1e
m−2
ℓ−1 )XR,∧| . . . |(eℓ−2em−21 , eℓ−3em−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
XL,w →ǫ|(e1, e1)XR,2|(e2, e2)X1| . . . |(eℓ−3, eℓ−3)X1|(eℓ−2, eℓ−2)XL,w+1|
(e1e
w−2
ℓ−1 , e2e
w−2
1 )XL,∧| . . . |(eℓ−3ew−2ℓ−1 , eℓ−2ew−21 )XL,∧|
(e2e
w−2
1 , e1e
w−2
ℓ−1 )XR,∧| . . . |(eℓ−2ew−21 , eℓ−3ew−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
XR,m →ǫ|(e1, e1)XR,2|(e2, e2)X1| . . . |(eℓ−3, eℓ−3)X1|(eℓ−2, eℓ−2)XL,2|
(e1e
m−2
ℓ−1 , e2e
m−2
1 )XL,∧| . . . |(eℓ−3em−2ℓ−1 , eℓ−2em−21 )XL,∧|
(e2e
m−2
1 , e1e
m−2
ℓ−1 )XR,∧| . . . |(eℓ−2em−21 , eℓ−3em−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
XL,m →XR,m
XL,∧ →(eℓ−1, e1)XL,m|(em−1ℓ−1 , e2em−11 )XL,∧|(eℓ−2em−2ℓ−1 , em−11 )XL,∧
XR,∧ →(e1, eℓ−1)XR,m|(e2em−11 , em−1ℓ−1 )XR,∧|(em−11 , eℓ−2em−2ℓ−1 )XR,∧
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Theorem 3.8. The growth series Hℓ,m of the pair of geodesics in Xℓ,m with even
m = 2w is
Hℓ,m(X) = 1 + ℓ
X +X2 + · · ·+Xw−1
1− (ℓ− 2)X − · · · − (ℓ− 2)Xw−1 +Xw+
+Xw−1(X − 1)(2Xw−1 − 3)
;
for odd m = 2w + 1, it is
Hℓ,m(X) = 1 + ℓ
X +X2 + · · ·+Xm−2
1− (ℓ − 2)X − · · · − (ℓ− 4)Xw−1 − · · · − (ℓ− 2)Xm−2+
+Xm−1 −Xm−1(1−X)(3− 4Xw + 2Xm−2)
.
3.7. Holly trees. Regular grammars were used in the previous subsection to de-
scribe fellow-traveling pairs of geodesics, giving in the next section a lower estima-
tion on the cogrowth (and hence the spectral radius) of Xℓ,m, using loops of the
form γρδ−1, where (γ, δ) is a pair of geodesics with common extremities ∗ and x,
and ρ is the loop around a 2-cell at x, not tangent to γ nor δ.
We give here a context-free grammar producing a larger class of proper loops,
which we call holly trees. To define them, call Hx the set of holly trees at the vertex
x ∈ V(Xℓ,m); then Hx is a set of loops based at x, and lying entirely in the cone of
x. Then
1. if γ, δ ∈ Hx and γδ is a proper path, then γδ ∈ Hx;
2. if y is a successor of x and γ ∈ Hy, then vγv−1 ∈ Hx, where v is the label of
the edge from x to y;
3. if P is a 2-cell in the cone of x and touching x, whose perimeter starting at x
is labelled γ, then γ ∈ Hx;
4. no other loop belongs to Hx.
We note that the growth ofHx depends only on the cone type of x, since all holly
trees at x lie within the cone of x. We may thus consider Lt(X), the growth series
of holly trees at any fixed vertex of type t. That this function is algebraic follows
from the fact that holly trees can be described by the unambiguous context-free
grammar given below (and compare with Theorem 3.2).
Note also that all holly-trees are non-trivial proper paths. Write ǫ for the empty
path.
For simplicity, assume m = 2w is even. Consider the non-terminal Lt,e for all
cone types t, and all labels e of the successors of a vertex of type t. We then have
t ∈ {0, . . . , w} and e ∈ {e1, . . . , eℓ(t)}. The variable Lt,ei expresses the set of all
holly trees in the cone (at a vertex of) type t, whose first edge is labelled ei. For
commodity, define also variables Lt, counting all holly trees in a cone of type t, and
Lt,eˆ, expressing all holly trees in a cone of type t whose first edge is not labelled e.
The terminal alphabet is {e±11 , . . . , e±1ℓ }, describing paths in Xℓ,m. The axiom
is L0. The derivations are
Lt → Lt,e1 | · · · |Lt,eℓ(t) for all t ∈ {0, . . . , w}
Lt,eˆ → the same as Lt, but excluding Lt,e
Lt,e → eLue−1|eLue−1Lt,eˆ|e1 . . . em|e1 . . . emL
t,ê
−1
m
,
where e leads to a vertex of type u and (e = e1, . . . , em) describes all possible
labelings starting with e around 2-cells in a cone of type t.
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The computations of growth series are more complicated, and the results, for
m = ℓ = 8, appear in the next section.
Remark 3.9. We end this section by remarking that also Cayley graphs of hyper-
bolic groups, or, more generally strongly-transitive hyperbolic graphs have a finite
number of cones types. As a consequence, mutatis mutandis, all our above compu-
tations (enumeration of vertices; of geodesics; of ordered pairs of geodesic or, more
generally, of ordered N -tuples of geodesics; of holly trees) can be performed for
these groups as well (always leading to rational growth series, except for the holly
trees for which the growth series will again be algebraic).
4. Estimates for Simple Random Walks
4.1. Upper estimates. Upper estimates for the spectral radius of the Markov
operator associated with a simple random walk on the fundamental group of an
orientable surface have been obtained in [BCCH97]. In that paper various methods
were described, yielding as best estimate for ℓ = m = 4g
µg ≤
√
4g − 2
2g
+
1
4g
,
and in particular
µ2 ≤ 0.7374.
These estimates (again for ℓ = m = 4g) have been improved by Z˙uk [Z˙uk97] and
by Nagnibeda [Nag97], who obtained the best known estimate from above:
µ2 ≤ 0.6629.
Both methods easily extend to all graphs Xℓ,m.
4.2. Lower estimates. In this section, using the Grigorchuk formula (3) and the
combinatorial results of Section 3, we obtain tighter and tighter lower estimates for
µℓ,m, the spectral radius of the simple random walk on Xℓ,m, and present numerical
results for µ8,8 = µ2.
We start by re-obtaining Kesten’s estimate. Consider the loops consisting of
a proper path γ = (∗, . . . , x) starting at ∗, followed by the boundary of a cell
containing x and inside its cone, followed by γ−1. There are ℓ(ℓ− 1)n−1 paths γ of
length n, and 2(ℓ− 2) choices for the cell’s boundary; thus there are at least
βn = 2(ℓ− 2)ℓ(ℓ− 1)n−1
paths of length 2n+m, whence we re-obtain Grigorchuk’s estimate
α ≥ lim sup
n→∞
2n+m
√
βn =
√
ℓ− 1,
and Kesten’s estimate
µℓ,m ≥ 2
√
ℓ− 1
ℓ
;
in particular
µ2 ≥ 0.66143.
Taking into account the boundaries of two cells neighbouring ∗ as other con-
stituents of the loops we count, it is possible to obtain slightly tighter results. As
the gain is negligible, we shall not describe the counting in detail, but refer to the
paper by Kesten [Kes59, Theorem 4.15].
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The first non-trivial estimate is obtained by considering the growth of unimodular
loops. A unimodular loop of weight n is a loop γ = (γ0, γ1, . . . , γn, γn+1, . . . , γ2n)
of length 2n such that |γn| = n and such that γn−1 6= γn+1. In other words γ
can be viewed as a couple of distinct geodesics of length n, say δ = (δ0, . . . , δn)
and β = (β0, . . . , βn) with common starting and end-points, namely δ0 = β0 and
δn = βn but with no common last edge, namely δn−1 6= βn−1. We then regard γ as
(δ0, . . . , δn, βn−1, . . . , β0).
The growth series U for unimodular loops is closely related to the function Hℓ,m
computed in subsection 3.6: both functions have the same denominator, and hence
the same radius of convergence. This is because U(X) < Hℓ,m(X) and Hℓ,m(X) <
XmU(X) coefficient-wise: any unimodular loop comes from a pair of geodesics,
and any pair of geodesics can be extended (if necessary) in at most m steps in a
unimodular loop. For ℓ = m = 8, for instance, the radius of convergence of U is
ρU ≈ 1/7.0248,
so that α2 ≥
√
1
ρfU
≈ 2.65, and thus, by Remark 2.3 and Grigorchuk’s formula (3),
µ2 ≥ 0.66144.
This last estimate is weaker than that obtained by Paschke [Pas93, Theorem 3.2],
whose result applied to X8,8 gives
µ2 ≥ 0.6616.
A sharper estimate is given by the growth of holly trees as computed in subsec-
tion 3.7. Again in the case ℓ = m = 8, the algebraic growth function was computed
using the computer algebra programMaple, as a solution L(X) of P (X,L(X)) ≡ 0.
The algebraic function L has a singularity at all vanishing points ρ of the discrim-
inant of P (X,Y ), so the radius of convergence of L is at most the absolute value
of a minimal such ρ. The discriminant turns out to be a degree-179 polynomial
vanishing at
ρ ≈ 0.12887
from which we deduce the asymptotic growth of loops is at least
α ≥ 1√
ρ
≈ 2.7856,
so by Remark 2.3 and Grigorchuk’s formula (3) we get the following
Theorem 4.1. The spectral radius µ2 associated with a simple random walk on the
fundamental group J2 of a surface of genus 2 (with respect to the canonical set of
generators) is bounded below by
µ2 ≥ 0.6623.
Remark 4.2. The isoperimetric constants ι for the graphs Xℓ,m have been recently
computed independently by Yusuke Higuchi and Tomoyuki Shirai [HS00] and by
Olle Ha¨ggstro¨m, Johan Jonasson and Russell Lyons [HJL01]. They obtained the
values
ι(Xℓ,m) = (ℓ − 2)
√
1− 4
(ℓ − 2)(m− 2) .(7)
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In particular, for ℓ = m = 8, one has
ι(Cay(J2, S2)) = ι(X8,8) = 4
√
2
which, together with (2) gives
0.38 ≈ 1− 7
16
√
2 ≤ µ ≤ 1√
2
≈ 0.7071.
None of these bounds improve our previous estimates.
Remark 4.3. On the other hand, in [Bar01], the first author introduced a class
of loops, called cactus trees, which contains the class of holly trees and obtained
a slightly better estimate: µ2 ≥ 0.6624. We do not go into the details here since
the idea remains the same — construct an unambiguous context-free grammar
producing loops — but the calculations are much more intricate.
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